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EBU SCORE – ADVANCED SCORING 
 

To change sections on Bridgemate boxes or amend setting (including Channel), the code is 749 

Note all boxes must have the SAME version of the firmware, linking up to the correct BCS version.  

 

1. Two session county pairs Final….. pages 2-22 

Setting up the first session   2-6 

Setting up session 2 & combining the sessions   7-8 
Multi-session links   9-11 

Bridgemate pro options, including scrolling rank 12-17 

Printing reports 18-19 
Starting session 2 20-22 

 

2. Two section events….. page 23 

3. Two session mixed pairs….. page 24 

4. Blue Pointed Multiple Teams….. page 25-27 

5. Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs….. page 28-31 

6. Mens and Ladies Pairs….. page 32 

 

These screen shots are done using version 1.1.4, the current version.  

Updated versions may have slight changes, but the principle is the same 

Stephen Brown, April 2017  
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1. A two session county Pairs final 
If you are unsure of the number of pairs, you can simply set up session 1, just like you do for a one session event, and 

then do all the setting up for session 2 and the links from one session to another later. 

You can run the Bridgemates for session 1 from the session 1 event (or from the Multi event).  

 

 Open EBUScore Pairs scoring software.  

 

Choose pairs events 

 

Create a new event for the first of the two sessions 
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Enter the following details:                         Note this bit is important 

 

You can call the section a colour e.g. RED instead of A if you prefer. 

Click on Masterpoints            and enter the following, then click on OK 
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Import the deal, by clicking on:                               and then     finding it in your files.     Then click on  

 

 

If I am not playing, I print the deal and check hand 1 is correct. 
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Back to this screen, click on OK 

 

To get  

 

 

Select the movement   in the usual way. Then  

e.g. a 13 table movement 
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Click on OK, taking one back to this screen and then exit the event 
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Now repeat for session 2. Create New event. NOTE session number is 2, otherwise identical to pages 2-5, entering event 

details as below, enter master point screen, and import deal, and enter movement for session 2. 
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The next step is to create the combined event.  We are back at the main Event History Screen. 

 

Click on event 1 & 2 (separately) so that the are both highlighted. Then Choose Combine Sessions 

A third event is created with session M, see below. 
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Click on the Merged event, and Retrieve event 

 

To get this screen: 
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Click on MultiSession Links 

 

If pairs 1-26 become pairs 1-26 in the second session, click on A section   and A Section      and this will be shown: 

 

Click on Add Line Move 
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And then Save Line Movement 

 

Clicking on OK gives: (after a pause to copy data), and then clicking Return  gives  

 

 

Pressing OK here takes you back to the main event option screen 
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Click on Bridgemate scoring. Set BCS options:  
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As shown here: 

 

And clicking Bridgemate II 
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After OK,  

 

Click on Create Database                    and then Launch BCS 
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Choose Yes 
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IMPORTANT Ensure that the players are informed of their section letter (A,B,C...) and that the correct sections and table 

numbers are entered on the Bridgemates.   In this event everyone is section A  

Names/EBU numbers are entered on the Bridgemates as normal.  

Play and Bridgemate scoring proceeds as normal for a single session.  

 

Choose reports. Select Scroll and Ranks          and then    Ranks 
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To get the usual scrolling screen: 

 

 

To return to do anything else:     click on Results,    then Return 
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Then from the usual menu: 

 

Choose Reports, etc. 

It is good to print slips for players using the options below.   Remember to select Session 1  
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Also near to the start of session 2, retrieve the Multi-event (event 3) :  
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Choose:   start lineups, making sure you choose Session 2: 

 

To display 

 

Then when play is ready to start:  Choose Bridgemate  Scoring  and  
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Ensure that Member Numbers is turned off (the program normally does it for you) 
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Ensure that Session 2 is selected 

 

Create the Database and Launch BCS 

All the remaining scoring is done in the Multi-Event. 

Scores can be changed, and all the printing can be done from here. 

The usual Scrolling ranking list can be shown, and this adds on scores from session 1. 
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2. Two section events (& two session events) 
If two sections are played, they you can call them sections A and B or, better, RED or GREEN sections as appropriate.  

 
The session 1 sections A (Red) and B (Green) are created first, events 7,8 shown above 

Highlight these two (use CTRL to highlight section) and choose Merge Sections this creates, event 9 – session 1 Multi 

Then section  2 sections A (Red) and B (Green) are created, events 10,11 shown above 

Then Highlight these two and choose Merge Sections this creates, event 12 – session 2 Multi 

Then highlight 1 Multi and 2 Multi  (as shown above – also chosen by CTRL to highlight the second) and choose Combine 

Session to create Multi Section, Multi Section 

 

During session 1, you can run the Bridgemates using event 9 shown above. 

This gives time to set up session 2 and provide all the multi session links. 

During Session 2, run the Bridgemates using  Multi-Multi i.e. event 13 shown above and choose session 2. 

[If all is set up in advance, you can use Multi Multi for session 1 – but then whilst this is running you cannot so easily 

make any changes to what is set up – so I always use event 9 shown above i.e. session 1 Multi] 
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3. Two session mixed pairs (i.e. non green pointed 

event) 
All is the same as the County Pairs, but the event description screen should be:   i.e. County Event 

 

And the master point screen should be: 
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4. Blue Pointed Multiple Teams 
This example assumes one section per session, things are set up in the same way as a two-session pairs. The initial event 

description screen looks like. Note players move for the first round before entering EBU numbers. 

 

And the master-point screen is:       Note:  
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There is one additional thing that MUST be set up for Teams. This is the Player Line Up option 

This screen appears (for 7 teams) 

 

Click on Initialise all Seating Lineups         and Copy to End of Session 

And Click on Yes to the following 
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The screen now looks like: 

 

This places the first two pair names for each team as NS, the next two (3 & 4) as EW, for all rounds. 

You need to do this in session 2 as well, or go to the multi events and click on All Sessions     All Teams  

 

 

The Multi-session links look like (for 7 teams, board 1-21 in each session, 3 board rounds) 
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5. Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs 
Assuming 6 x 6 board matches, using boards 1-36 the event screen looks like: 

 

The master-points screen looks like 

 

Note 
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The movement details are: 

 

After session up the number of tables, do the assignment for round 1 

 

Ensure the BridgeMate options are:  
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And BruidgeMate II 

 

 

Create the Database and Launch BCS. 
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Once all the score are in, go back to the Assignment option and assign for Match 2. 

& repeat throughout….. 

 

The rank list will scroll and only show completed matches if this is clicked: 

 

In both pairs, multiple teams and Swiss Pairs,  unlikely scores are shown here and should be checked. 

The assignments are sent to the Bridgemate boxes, but can also be displayed on the screen with the scores if the Ranks 

+ Next Round Assigns is selected 
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Mens & Ladies Pairs 
These are  set up as a two section, one session event.  

You can run both events from one Bridgemate server. 

Call one event section A, the other section B. 

To change sections Bridgemate boxes, the code is 749 – but most are set up for the players to enter them at round 1. 

 

NOTE:  in the scoring screen 

 

 

 

Click    In section Scoring  - to indicate that each section is a separate competition and scores in the Mens are not shown 

as scores in the Ladies etc.  

 

 

 

 


